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SOFA – SECTIONAL SOFA – OTTOMAN –

COFFEE TABLE

Structure in solid iroko with natural, stained

grey, lacquered white, stained brown. ûnish

with water-repellent elastic webbing in the

following colors: sand 9001, grey 9003,

anthracite 9005, black 9009

Supports and screws in 316 stainless

steel, spacers in die-cast zama with

transparent epoxy powder-coat ûnish

Armrest in solid iroko with natural, stained

grey, lacquered white, stained brown ûnish

Supports and screws in 316 stainless

steel, spacers in die-cast zama with

transparent epoxy powder-coat ûnish

Seat cushion in polyurethane foam and

polyester ûber, covered with a protective,

water-repellent laminated fabric

Backrest cushion with bolster in polyester

ûber and water-repellent casing

Bolster in polyester ûber with water-

repellent casing

Optional cushions in polyester ûber and

water-repellent casing; upon request, with

upcharge

Upholstery piping, ûne tailoring includes

grosgrain piping that can be crafted in all

the colors on the sample board

Upholstery in removable fabric

Coffee table in solid iroko with natural,

stained grey, lacquered white, stained

brown ûnish with table top in the following

types of stone: porphyry, cardoso, lava or

beola argentata. Comes with an under

panel in painted plywood

Feet in aluminum. Rests on tips made of

thermoplastic material

Cover in waterproof material; upon request,

with upcharge
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COD. 0289A3 COD. 0289B1

COD. 0289G1 COD. 0289K1

COD. 0289M4 COD. 0289M5

COD. 0289M6 COD. 0289M7
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COD. 0289M8 COD. 0289M9
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0289XA N.1 COD.0289B1 - END UNIT L CM.130 x112

N.1 COD.0289A3 - UNIT CM.113 x112

N.1 COD.0289B0 - END UNIT R CM.130 x112

0289XB N.1 COD.0289B1 - END UNIT L CM.130 x112

N.1 COD.0289A3 - UNIT CM.113 x112

N.1 COD.0289G1 - OTTOMAN CM.130 x112

0289XC N.1 COD.0289B1 - END UNIT L CM.130 x112

N.1 COD.0289A3 - UNIT CM.113 x112

N.2 COD.0289G8 - DAYBED CM.83 x200
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0289XD N.2 COD.0289B1 - END UNIT L CM.130 x112

N.2 COD.0289A3 - UNIT CM.113 x112

N.1 COD.0289G1 - OTTOMAN CM.130 x112


